Welcome to h entry! We’re a group of hackers, builders, and bakers who enjoy staying up late and cooking at odd hours. If you happen to stop by, you’ll likely find us:

- Hanging out with G entry
- Eating obscene amounts of takeout
- Blasting music on our lounge speakers
- Playing with robots
- Baking at 2am because why not
- Heading to maccon, conveniently located below us
- Drinking caffeine
- Not sleeping
- Playing Super Smash Bros. Melee
- Talking about life and the state of the world

Common Entry Events:
- Gallon challenge with G entry
- Meatfest with G entry
- Hexgiving
- Escape the Room
- Waffle Brunch
- And many more

Minor Details:
- 48 single rooms
- Co-ed suites
- Lovely river views
- Low Rise